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If Hydra Profiling® option is activated on your dongle license, a new button + is available in the Output 
menu of the Task Settings:

In this window, you will be able to import one or several datasets, in order to create an Output Profile that 
can be then used for Alwan ColorHub optimizations. 

•If you have selected several datasets, data coming from common channels will be averaged together, as 
in following example, where five measured datasets are averaged to create the print device profile:
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For profile creation, several settings are available, such as the size of profile tables or the separation that 
can be used. For further details, please refer to Alwan ColorHub X manual.

•You can also import files coming from several IT8/7-4 measured on a multichromic print device, to create 
its profile:

When datasets are imported, make a right click on any of its channel to rename it. This enables to manage 
profile creation for measured datasets that are defined CMYK, but are printed OMYK or CGYK for 
example.

Notes:
•To get better results with the profile creation, please give priority to datasets using spectral data, instead 

of Lab one.
•Imported datasets can contain any number of patches, but of course, you will get a better result the more 

patches you have. However, Hydra Profiling® technology is able to create very accurate profiles with few 
patches, and to generate an IT8/7-4 dataset from any number of patches. You will find it inside the profile 
under the “targ” tag.

•If the profile selected in Output ICC Profile list is a profile previously created with Alwan ColorHub X, 
when you click on Create Output ICC Profile, you will find back the data and settings used to create it 
previously.

•When a dataset is imported, it is possible not to use one or several of its channels, by double clicking on 
the colored box. The check will disappear, which means that this channel of this dataset will not be taken 
into account for the profile creation.
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